
Fittings  
for the bathroom



KLUDI fittings – quality of life 
every day

Fittings accompany us throughout our daily routines. We come into 
contact with them all the time in the bathroom and kitchen. This gives 
rise to certain wishes and expectations for form and function. KLUDI 
understands these requirements – and implements them in products 
that are perfectly finished and that combine timeless design, innovative 
technology and superior-quality materials. This is how we create mixers 
and showers that are more than just regulated water conductors – they 
represent a certain quality of life.

We also set store by this closeness to people in our company. In numer-
ous countries throughout the world, KLUDI’s employees take personal 
care of requests from our customers and partners. They know: they can 
rely on KLUDI – and can expect a lot more in future.

As a manufacturer of fittings, we are conscious of our responsibility to 
be more economical in our use of water. Environmentally friendly pro-
duction methods and smart use of resources are therefore a long-term 
obligation for us. With KLUDI Eco, we implement this promise with 
products that save water – for the future of our planet.
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Using water when  
you actually need it
The use of water in the bathroom – for washing, showering or bathing –  
is an emotional experience in every respect. Mixers and showers in many 
forms and designs ensure that people can devote themselves fully to the 
bathroom experience with the precious resource of water.

Developments in modern living are mirrored in the key role played by  
bathrooms today. One of the factors driving the bathroom revolution was 
increasing affluence, though a more important one has been a change in 
outlook. Back in the 1960s, bathrooms and kitchens were still functional 
rooms. Over the years they have evolved into living spaces that reflect a  
new understanding of quality of life. At social level, the bathroom has been 
transformed from a place for personal hygiene to a place for personal care.  

If you ask people what their priorities are in temporary accommodation –  
at a hotel for example – they’ll always say a good bed. 

But the bathroom is where points are scored 
because however much or little time you 
spend in there, these moments are some of 
the most precious of the day when we get  
to be alone. 

Modern mixers are sophisticated bathroom fittings that offer genuine  
convenience. Over the years, different types of mixers have been developed  
in different functional designs. Individual preferences mainly determine which 
types of mixers are installed in which bathrooms. But there are also good 
reasons why some types of mixers have become accepted as the norm  
for certain applications.
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Thermostat mixers

Thermostat mixers deliver maximum convenience because the temperature 
is preselected according to a scale. This means that the water coming out of 
the mixers is at exactly the right temperature. There is no need for electricity 
to operate the thermostat thanks to a special ther mostatic element, so the 
mixer always operates reliably. The mechanism then automatically compen-
sates for any variations in supply temperature to maintain the pre-selected 
temperature without the user even noticing. Thermostats have a thermal 
shock preventer that has to be deliberately overridden to avoid discharge 
of dangerously hot water. This is an important safety feature for households 
with children. Typical applications: showers.

Two-handle mixers

Two-handle mixers have separate valves for cold and hot water. These 
mixers are popular on account of their characteristic retro look and because 
they offer definite advantages in certain situations. For instance, you can run 
a bath with hot water only and minimum heat loss – and then top it up with 
cold water. Typical applications: retro bathrooms, baths, washbasins.

Single-lever mixers

Single-lever mixers permit the fast selection of temperature and flow  
with one single operating element and one hand. The other hand is free  
to check whether the water temperature is right. Typical applications for 
single-lever mixers: washbasins, showers and baths. 

Sensor mixers

Sensor-operated mixers are typically used for washbasins. They in corporate 
infrared technology for contactless activation and are specially designed 
for hygiene-sensitive applications. They were originally intended for use in 
public areas, but they’re also an excellent choice for guest bathrooms or 
frequently used private bathrooms. The contactless design also makes  
them very easy to clean because there is no need to turn them off with  
wet hands. Typical application: washbasins.

KLUDI’s bathroom mixers can do more and offer more – because that’s 
KLUDI’s area of expertise. It’s the details that put these mixers in a class of 
their own – details such as choice of material, finish, function, design and 
innovative features.

Professionally designed  
bathroom fittings
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Material, finishes and colours

KLUDI mixers are made exclusively 
of brass, so they satisfy even the 
most stringent requirements of the 
German Drinking Water Ordinance. 
As a result, drinking water from 
KLUDI mixer is absolutely harmless 
to health. Every KLUDI mixer is  
permanently surface treated for a 
long life in the bathroom. 

VersatilityPlus

Many people don’t just use the washbasin for washing their hands, which 
is why many of KLUDI’s mixers allow them to do more. The large-radius 
spouts and wide range of heights and spout designs in the VersatilityPlus 
range make it easy to fill watering cans, buckets or vases and convenient  
to wash your hair in the washbasin.

s-pointer

There are very many washbasins on the market, and just as many mixers that 
don’t automatically fit the washbasins. So how can you make sure that the 
mixer directs the water flow to the part of the washbasin where it splashes 
least? KLUDI makes it easy because the s-pointer directs the water flow to 
wherever you want it to go. Once the mixer has been installed, simply adjust 
the flow direction by pushing the s-pointer with your finger!  

Concealed mixers with the KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX

Concealed mixers have their basic mixer body – i.e. the functional elements 
of the mixer – installed inside the wall with the operating elements mounted 
outside. They are an aesthetic and exclusive architectural feature. The  
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX ensures that this type of mixer is very reliable to use, 
even though the technology is inside the wall. Once you’ve installed  
a FLEXX.BOXX, you can subsequently modify the function and design of 
your mixer. For instance, you can switch from a single-lever mixer to a 
thermostat mixer or choose a different design series. Typical applications: 
showers and baths. 
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ECO functions

There are two very good reasons for using water more sparingly. It’s our 
most vital resource and a significant amount of energy is consumed in  
heating it. KLUDI’s ECO flow directors reduce the amount of water used  
by its mixers without compromising on convenience. Aeration ensures  
a full flow pattern even though the water flow is actually reduced by up to  
40 per cent. 

Some KLUDI single-lever mixers have the EcoPlus function. They deliver 
cold water in the centre position, which is generally all you need for washing 
hands, so it saves the energy you’d otherwise use to produce hot water. 

chrome white/chrome black/chrome

chrome/glass 
green

gold plated  
23 carat
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KLUDI ADLON
The fascination of luxury

Superior details and a gold alloy 23 carat  
that enhance the refined finish are what make 
KLUDI ADLON so prized. Richly ornamented 
and skilfully crafted, this splendid range keeps 
the turn-of-the-century charm. Nostalgic flair  
is combined with modern fitting technology.

Three-hole basin mixer DN 15
510464520 



KLUDI ADLON

Craftsmanship skills
Classic, cross-head handles, porcelain inlays and spouts with elaborate, 
hexagonal faceting reflect supreme craftsmanship. KLUDI ADLON is well 
entitled to its prestigious name. Elegance that satisfies exacting standards, 
which can be shown to advantage as much in stylish art deco villas as in  
a skilful mix of styles in smart new buildings.

basin mixer DN 8
510104520 bath-and shower mixer DN 15

514414520

1514



*Not illustrated

KLUDI ADLON

BASIN

Three-hole basin mixer DN 15
Rigid spout
510430520 
510434520 

Three-hole basin mixer DN 15
510460520 
510464520 

basin mixer DN 8
Rigid spout
510100520 
510104520 

basin mixer DN 8
510120520 
510124520 

pillar valve DN 15
marking: COLD
510140520 

BIDET

bidet mixer DN 8
512110520 
512114520 

angle valve DN 15
518430520 
518434520 

BATH

bath-and shower mixer DN 15
514410520 
514414520 

bath-and shower mixer DN 15
four-hole, for tile rim installation
projection 220 mm
515240520 
515244520 

bath-and shower mixer DN 15
four-hole, for tile rim installation
projection 220 mm
515250520 
515254520 

bath shower set DN 15
2710505 
2710545 

bath filler for wall fastening DN 20
projection 170 mm
5140705 

SHOWER

shower mixer DN 15
516100520 
516104520 

concealed thermostatic mixer 
517190520 
517194520 

installation kit DN 15*
35158 

concealed thermostatic mixer 
with shut-off valve
517200520 
517204520 

installation kit DN 15*
35156 

SHOWER

Concealed valve, marked COLD
518150520 
518154520 

installation set DN 12* 
soldered connection 15 mm
29909

installation kit DN 15*
soldered connection 18 mm
29927

installation set DN 20*
soldered connection 22 mm
29911

Concealed valve, marked HOT
518160520 
518164520 

installation set DN 12* 
soldered connection 15 mm
29909

installation kit DN 15*
soldered connection 18 mm
29927

installation set DN 20*
soldered connection 22 mm
29911

Concealed valve, neutral
518030520 
518034520 

installation set DN 12* 
soldered connection 15 mm
29909

installation kit DN 15*
soldered connection 18 mm
29927

installation set DN 20*
soldered connection 22 mm
29911

KLUDI ADLON
shower set
L = 600 mm
2710305 
2710345 

chrome required accessoriesgold plated 23 carat

shower set DN 15
stand assembly
2705105 

two way diverter
518450520 
518454520 

installation kit DN 15*
2975100

1716



 Opulence for the bathroom 

 Emotional. Opulent. JOOP! 
The elegant KLUDI mixer and accessories 
were designed in collaboration with JOOP!, 
the internationally renowned designer label – 
bringing glamour to the bathroom. 

 Three-hole basin mixer DN 15 
 551430505 



A touch of luxury –  
and for me alone
JOOP! in bathrooms equates to personal luxury. And it is plain to see  
with this mixer. You have the choice of using a chrome-plated lever or a  
cylindrical handle made of fine crystal glass to operate KLUDI’s classic. 
JOOP! is defined first and foremost by the wide spout, which via, a special 
aerator, produces a soft stream of water that pleases the senses. There  
is now a matching mixer for washbasins with a narrower spout and  
concealed flow director.

single lever basin mixer DN 10
550300575

single lever basin mixer DN 15
130230560

2120



BASIN

single lever basin mixer DN 10
550240575 
55024H775 

single lever basin mixer DN 10
without pop-up waste
550300575 
55030H775 

Three-hole basin mixer DN 15
551430505 
55143H705 

single lever basin mixer DN 10
550230505 
55023H705 

single lever basin mixer DN 10
without pop-up waste
550290505 
55029H705 

Three-hole basin mixer DN 15
551430575 

Wall-mounted basin mixer DN 15 
for concealed installation 
projection 160 mm
551460505 
55146H705 

Wash-basin column unit for guest 
WC 
55115D1 
55115D2 

BATH

single lever bath and shower mixer 
DN 15
554430575 
55443H775 

bath filler DN 20
wall fastening
projection 160 mm
5550205 

projection 220 mm*
5550305 

BATH

concealed single lever bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
556500575 
55650H775 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed thermostatic bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
558300505 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

SHOWER

single lever shower mixer DN 15
554230575 
55423H775 

concealed single lever shower 
mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
556550575 
55655H775 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed thermostatic mixer 
557190505 

installation set DN 20*
35093 

installation kit DN 15*
35158 

concealed thermostatic shower 
mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
558350505 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

shower column DN 15
L = 1410 mm
557690505 
55769H705 

JOOP!
shower set
L = 900 mm
5513005-00 

head shower DN 15
5577905-00 

chrome/glass green chrome *Not illustrated

BIDET

single lever bidet mixer DN 10
552170575 
55217H775 

single lever bidet mixer DN 10
552160505 
55216H705 

bath-and shower mixer DN 15
without bath filler
with bath filler diverter
554260505 
55426H705 

single lever basin mixer DN 15
130230560 

New

required accessories

bath-and shower mixer DN 15
four-hole, for tile rim installation
projection 220 mm
554250575 

four-hole bath and shower mixer 
DN 15 for rim installation 
projection 110 mm
554240505 
55424H705 

four-hole, for tile rim installation*
projection 220 mm
554250505 
55425H705 

2322



KLUDI  
NEW WAVES
Crisp purist lines
KLUDI NEW WAVES focusses on the essential: 
the geometric form. Two cylinders, at a dynamic 
angle to each other, characterise the purist  
design of the range.

basin mixer DN 10
571140530



KLUDI NEW WAVES

Reduction as a  
design principle
KLUDI NEW WAVES demonstrates purism with a dynamic feature.  
The handles are incorporated into the basic form – and are identical  
in shape in all mixers. The shower continues this use of crisp lines.  
KLUDI NEW WAVES sets a striking example of fine design.

shower column DN 15
577600530

bath- and shower  
mixer DN 15
575400530

2726



*Not illustrated

BASIN

Three-hole basin mixer DN 15
571430530 

basin mixer DN 10
571140530 

for handbasins*
571180530 

washbowl mixer DN 10
571240530 

single lever basin mixer DN 10
570230575 

without pop-up waste set*
570290575 

pillar valve DN 15
571160530 

single lever washbowl mixer DN 10
570240575 

BIDET

single lever bidet mixer DN 10
572160575 

BATH

bath-and shower mixer DN 15
575400530 

shower set
stand assembly
5705105 

BATH

telescopic bath filler DN 20
projection 143-183 mm
5750405 

concealed single lever bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
576500575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed thermostatic bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
578300530 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

shower mixer DN 15
577100530 

SHOWER

thermostatic shower mixer DN 15
574200530 

concealed single lever shower 
mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
576550575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed thermostatic mixer 
577190530 

installation set DN 20*
35093

installation kit DN 15*
35158

concealed thermostatic shower 
mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
578350530 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011

shower column DN 15
577600530 

KLUDI NEW WAVES
shower set
L = 900 mm
5714005-00 

KLUDI NEW WAVES

chrome required accessories

wall mounted basin mixer DN 10
for basins with integrated wall for 
wall
571440530 

wall mounted basin mixer DN 15
for concealed installation
projection 130 mm
571450530 

projection 210 mm*
571460530 

single lever basin mixer DN 10
for handbasins
571290575 

bidet mixer DN 10
573130530 

bath-and shower mixer DN 15
for four-hole rim installation
projection 140 mm
574240530 

four-hole, for tile rim installation
projection 220 mm
574250530 

bath and shower mixer for 
standard installation on free-
standing baths with glass shelf
575900530 

with champagne cooler*
575910530 

2928



 KLUDI AMBA 
 The gentle beauty 

 She’s a real beauty: KLUDI AMBA. 
Sleek, harmonious contours are combined 
with smooth, rounded surfaces. The fl ow of 
water is wonderfully gentle; every touch be-
comes a sensory experience. Never before 
has there been a fi tting that radiated such 
emotional qualities. 

 single lever bath and shower mixer DN 15 
 535900575 

 single lever washbowl mixer DN 15 
 532980575 



KLUDI’s unique  
IntegralDesign
KLUDI AMBA looks like it is cast in one piece, as the operating mechanism 
is an integral part of the homogeneous whole. The discreet red and blue 
marking is a sure sign: at times this part of the mixer body acts as a handle  
to regulate the flow of water and temperature. It only becomes obvious 
when this function is used, then it blends back into the overall form. 

KLUDI’s novel IntegralDesign is what makes KLUDI AMBA unique. It gives 
rise to a sculptural appearance that gratifies the senses, such as has never 
been achieved before so consistently. KLUDI AMBA takes fitting design  
to a new level.

KLUDI AMBA

3332



Intuitive, natural operation
KLUDI AMBA is intuitive to operate, by following the natural line of move-
ment towards the mixer and gently opening up the top of the mixer towards 
the back. A light touch is enough to start the water flowing. Temperature is 
regulated with a simple, practised turn. As usual, it can be finely adjusted 
with pinpoint accuracy.

Finely adjusted with pinpoint accuracy

As usual, the flow of water and temperature are 
easy to adjust with pinpoint accuracy. Proven 
cartridge technology is used for the fine adjustment, 
which is also integrated into KLUDI AMBA. 

Discreet marking

The red and blue marking blends discreetly into 
KLUDI AMBA’s overall design.

KLUDI AMBA
single lever basin mixer DN 15
530260575

Graceful drainage fittings

Instead of the entire connecting rod, only the elegant 
pull knob is visible for the drainage fitting of the 
KLUDI AMBA mono basin mixer. It butts against the 
mixer body. As an alternative to a drainage fitting, 
KLUDI AMBA also provides a push-open valve in the 
washbasin.

3534



KLUDI AMBA

single lever washbowl mixer DN 15
532980575

3736



Sculptural design for modern 
lifestyle bathrooms
The bathroom is increasingly becoming a living environment.  
KLUDI showcases this trend. The free-standing bath and shower single  
lever mixer fit perfectly into modern lifestyle bathrooms with a free-standing 
bathtub. Its sculptural design showcases the bathtub as a design object.

There are six different bath filling solutions to choose from: whether wall- 
mounted or concealed, whether single lever mixer or thermostat - modern 
wellness oases can be fully equipped with KLUDI AMBA.

KLUDI AMBA

single lever bath and shower mixer DN 15
534470575

single lever bath and shower mixer DN 15
535900575

3938



KLUDI AMBA

Even surfaces in  
hand-crafted quality
The extensive skills of an experienced taps specialist are needed to produce  
something as exceptional as the well-proportioned surfaces of the KLUDI AMBA 
single lever mixers with shower or combined bath and shower function. They are 
installed flush with the wall.The effect: the clear aesthetic is not disturbed by the 
usually visible escutcheons. This allows the fitting to become a design object. 

The diverter for the shower mode is perfectly integrated into the mixer.  
It is only noticeable on second glance. The stylish, polished chrome finish is  
manufactured in a complex process – understated, high-end design in 
hand-crafted quality. 

single lever bath and shower mixer DN 15
534450575

single lever shower mixer DN 15
537100575

4140



KLUDI AMBA

concealed thermostatic mixer 537290575

concealed valve, trim set 538150575

three-way diverter 538460575

Three-way shower installation

4342



*Not illustrated

BASIN

single lever basin mixer DN 15
530230575 

without pop-up waste set*
530260575 

single lever basin mixer DN 15
530290575 

without pop-up waste set*
530280575 

concealed two hole wall mounted 
basin mixer
projection wall spout 186 mm
532440575 

installation kit DN 15*
38243 

concealed two hole wall mounted 
basin mixer
projection wall spout 226 mm
532450575 

installation kit DN 15*
38243 

BIDET

single lever bidet mixer DN 15
532160575 

BATH

BATH

single lever bath and shower mixer 
DN 15
535900575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88088 

concealed single lever bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
536500575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed single lever bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
protected against back flow
536570575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed thermostatic bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
538300575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

SHOWER

single lever shower mixer DN 15
537100575 

Thermostatic shower mixer DN 15
534000538 

concealed single lever shower 
mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
536550575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed thermostatic shower 
mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
538350575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

KLUDI AMBA

required accessorieschrome

single lever washbowl mixer DN 15
spout height lower edge = 213 mm
532960575 

single lever washbowl mixer DN 15
spout height lower edge = 273 mm
532980575 

thermostatic bath- and shower 
mixer DN 15
534010538 

bath filler DN 20
projection 170 mm
5350505 

single lever bath and shower mixer 
DN 15
534450575 

single lever bath and shower mixer 
DN 15
for three hole tile rim installation
projection 220 mm
534470575 

concealed thermostatic mixer 
concealed valve with functional unit
537290575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

New

single lever bath and shower mixer 
DN 15
534480575 

New

concealed valve, trim set
538150575 

concealed valve DN 20*
53811 

three-way diverter
538460575 

pre installation set*
29757 

two way diverter
538470575 

pre installation set*
29747 

4544



 KLUDI E2 
 The art of clean lines 

 A handle that is pleasant to touch each time 
you turn the water on. An operating element 
with a uniquely fi ne appearance. And clean 
lines that promise hygiene. 

 

  Soft edge is the name of the game for this 
contemporary design: it gives softer forms to 
mixer bodies and surfaces, rounds corners and 
edges and thus results in balanced silhouettes. 

 KLUDI E2 is there to give you a friendly, un-
complicated welcome with a fresh atmosphere 
– in your new bathroom. 

 single lever basin mixer DN 15 
 492970575 



KLUDI E2

NEW

4948



KLUDI E2

The right version  
always at your fingertips
Lightness lies in the lever of this mixer  the operating element is just a few 
millimetres thick and is an elegant example of how to obtain a precise flow 
of water.

In terms of practicality there is a variety of spouts too: VersatilityPlus is  
KLUDI’s concept to make planning and using the washbasin area easier.
Thanks to different length spouts and four different heights, the series will 
satisfy the demands of any washbasin area.

single lever basin mixer DN 15
492970575

concealed two hole wall mounted basin mixer
492450575

5150



KLUDI E2

Mixers for your  
home retreat

single lever bath and shower mixer DN 15
495900575 single lever bath and shower mixer DN 15

494450575

The mixer shows off its sensory qualities on the bath. The bath represents 
your retreat within your own four walls – and KLUDI E2 bath mixers set the 
backdrop for this oasis of relaxation. There are two ways to use the mixer – 
toggle by pushing/pulling the knob. On the one hand, the high-flow bath filler 
to run the bath quickly. And on the other, the handset for showering in the 
bath or rinsing off after washing your hair.

Whether for a free-standing bath or mounted on the wall: The KLUDI E2 bath 
mixers are also in keeping with the design series, which is classed between 
pure minimalism and organic form.

5352



KLUDI E2

Emerge from your shower  
invigorated
The shower stands for vim and vigour – the KLUDI E2 line for this area of 
the bathroom is diverse and ranges from the convenient concealed model to 
the pragmatic surface-mounted version. Every design wish, every functional 
requirement and even special requests can be satisfied.

Would you rather a lavish overhead shower for an impressive cascade  
or a handset for flexible showering? All necessary fittings are available in  
the characteristic soft-edge design; even details like the wall union for  
the shower hose attest to the design features. Then there are matching  
shower rails and hoses – in short, everything needed to design a  
custom bathroom.

concealed single lever shower mixer
496550575

concealed thermostatic mixer 
497290575

5554



BASIN

single lever basin mixer DN 15
490230575 

single lever basin mixer DN 15
spout height lower edge = 120 mm
492970575 

single lever washbowl mixer DN 15
spout height lower edge = 155 mm
492960575 

single lever washbowl mixer DN 15
spout height lower edge = 272 mm
492980575 

concealed two hole wall mounted 
basin mixer
projection wall spout 220 mm
492450575 

concealed two hole wall mounted 
basin mixer
projection wall spout 180 mm
492440575 

BIDET

single lever bidet mixer DN 15
492160575 

BATH

single lever bath and shower mixer 
DN 15
494450575 

single lever bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
without bath filler
with bath filler diverter
494260575 

single lever bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
for three hole tile rim installation
projection 220 mm
494470575 

bath filler DN 20
projection 175 mm
4950305 

concealed single lever bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
496500575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed thermostatic bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
498300575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

SHOWER

concealed thermostatic mixer 
concealed valve with functional unit
497290575 

concealed single lever shower 
mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
496550575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed thermostatic shower 
mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
498350575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

three-way diverter
498460575 

single lever bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
495900575 

single lever shower mixer DN 15
497140575 

concealed valve, trim set
498150575 

KLUDI E2

chrome required accessories *Not illustrated 5756



ACCESSORIES

soap dish
opal glass, white, matte
4998505 

hook
4998405 

There is a place for everything – and mixing styles is avoidable – as there is a 
high-quality line of accessories in the soft-edge design to match KLUDI E2. 
Chrome-plated metal and hand-blown opal glass show off the lines of KLUDI E2’s 
design to advantage: Towel holders, soap dispensers, toilet paper holders,  
tooth mugs – for a uniformly customised bathroom.

chrome required accessories *Not illustrated

KLUDI E2

liquid soap dispenser
mouth-blown opal glass, white, matte
4997605 

universal glass holder
mouth-blown opal glass, white, matte
4998205 

glass holder
mouth-blown opal glass, white, matte
4997505 

shelf
opal glass, white, matte
4998705 

tealight holder
opal glass, white, matte
4998305 

double towel holder XS
4999005 

towel holder
455 mm*
4997705 

bath towel holder
L = 650 mm
4998005 

bath handle
L = 350 mm*
4998105

paper-holder
4997105 

spare toilet paper holder
4997205 

toilet brush holder
4997405 

tealight holder
4998305

liquid soap dispenser
4997605

universal glass holder
4998205

KLUDI E2 Accessories

5958



 KLUDI 
BALANCE  
 Complete harmony 

 single lever washbowl mixer DN 10 
 522980575 

 KLUDI BALANCE radiates soothing calm. 
Crisp lines are combined with gentle curves in 
a timeless design, which is the perfect match 
for discriminating bathroom concepts. The 
lever seems to fl oat above the mixer body. 
Fitting like a glove on the hand with its beautiful 
lines, it regulates the fl ow of water precisely. 



Superior quality design  
and an appearance  
with sophisticated details

KLUDI BALANCE 

single lever bath and shower mixer DN 15
524450575

The plane, highly polished surfaces of the mixer body are produced in a 
complex process. The diverter for the shower function has been integrated. 
It is easy to grasp by the crosspiece even with wet hands. The mixer body 
cleverly conceals the escutcheons – superior quality design and an appea
rance with sophisticated details.

Integrated diverter for the shower function. It is easy to grasp by the crosspiece 
even with wet hands.

6362



Fine design and 
modern techno-
logy transform 
bathrooms into 
personal oases 
for relaxation.
Just turn off the 
stress, KLUDI 
fittings make it 
possible.

Award-winning design  
and functions 

KLUDI BALANCE 

The single lever basin mixer from the KLUDI BALANCE range was awarded 
the renowned iF product design award in 2012 for the harmonious interplay 
of naturalness and functionality. It impressed with its timeless design. 

The electronic basin mixer with sensor technology was given the Plus X 
Award for high quality, design and ease of operation. Just hold your hand in 
the sensor zone, which is clearly marked, and the water will start running im-
mediately – hygienic and clean, as there is need to actually touch the mixer. 
When you move your hands away, the water will stop running immediately. 
This saves water and energy.

single lever basin mixer DN 10
520230575

6564



KLUDI BALANCE makes  
convenience tangible
The singlelever bath filler and shower mixer for deck mounting has been  
designed for freestanding baths. Its beautiful form and the modern  
technology make it a real eyecatcher in highstandard bathroom interiors. 
One special feature of the threehole, rimmounted bath mixer is the  
retractable handset.

Use the KLUDI spointer so that bathwater runs almost silently into the 
bath. Simply tapping it with your finger allows you to adjust the angle of the 
stream of water as you like. The water flows elegantly over the rim instead  
of gushing loudly into the bath. So you can have a relaxing bath even  
late at night. 

KLUDI BALANCE 
single lever bath and shower mixer DN 15
525900575 single lever bath and shower mixer DN 15

524470575

6766



single lever bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
for three hole tile rim installation
524480575 

BASIN

single lever washbowl mixer DN 10
spout height lower edge = 212 mm
522960575 

single lever washbowl mixer DN 10
spout height lower edge = 272 mm
522980575 

electronic controlled  
basin mixer DN 10
with sensor technology
with mixing shaft
battery-powered
5210005 

with mains plug*
5220005 

electronic controlled  
basin mixer DN 10
with sensor technology
with mixing shaft
battery-powered
for use with displacement heaters
5210205 

with mains plug*
5220205 

electronic controlled pillar tap DN 10
with sensor technology
without mixing shaft
battery-powered
5210505 

with mains plug*
5220505 

concealed two hole wall mounted 
basin mixer
projection 180 mm
522440575 

installation kit DN 15*
38243 

concealed two hole wall mounted 
basin mixer
projection 220 mm
522450575 

installation kit DN 15*
38243 

PUSH-OPEN waste
lockable plug
1042405-00 

BIDET

single lever bidet mixer DN 10
522160575 

BATH

single lever bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
524450575 

single lever bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
for three hole tile rim installation
projection 220 mm
524470575 

single lever bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
525900575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88088 

concealed single lever bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
526500575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed single lever bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
protected against back flow
526570575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed thermostatic bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
528300575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

BATH

SHOWER

single lever shower mixer DN 15
527100575 

Thermostatic shower mixer DN 15
352500575 

concealed single lever shower 
mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
526550575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed thermostatic shower 
mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
528350575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

wall supply DN 15
protected against back flow
5206105-00 

shower hook
5205005-00 

KLUDI BALANCE 

*Not illustratedchrome required accessories

two way diverter
528470575 

single lever basin mixer DN 10
520230575 

without pop-up waste*
520260575 

New

New

bath filler DN 20
projection 160 mm
5250505 
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 KLUDI 
BALANCE 
WHITE 
  So pure. So clean. So light.  

 KLUDI BALANCE WHITE stirs the emotions. 
Pure white gives a new intensity to the sense of 
purity and freshness. Discreet chrome accents 
allow the white surfaces to gleam. The subtle 
purity of colour accentuates the airiness of the 
lines.  

 single lever basin mixer DN 10 
 520269175 



KLUDI BALANCE WHITE

single lever washbowl mixer DN 10
522989175

Gleaming white in  
premium quality
KLUDI BALANCE WHITE enhances the lines with a further design  
feature: the surface. KLUDI sets particular store by its workmanship.  
Superior finishing is what lends the pale surfaces their brilliance and  
durability. This ensures the mixers remain beautifully white for a long time.

7372



KLUDI BALANCE WHITE

KLUDI BALANCE WHITE makes it possible to design exceptional  
bathrooms. The white mixers form one harmonious unit together with  
white ceramics. This is accentuated discreetly by the chrome-plated  
elements. Dark wood mosaics provide a striking contrast with the white  
mixers. KLUDI BALANCE WHITE appears wonderfully light in combination 
with natural materials like travertine and wood. When you combine the  
purist mixers with waxed steel, the result is extravagant bathroom design  
for loft apartments and boutique hotels.

Harmony and extravagance  
in bathroom design

single lever basin mixer DN 10
520239175

single lever bath and shower mixer DN 15
524479175

7574



KLUDI BALANCE WHITE

single lever bath and shower mixer DN 15
525909175

The new style of mixers for a 
contemporary lifestyle
In contemporary architecture, bathrooms and bedrooms are no longer  
clearly delineated. Free-standing baths evolve to become an eye-catcher in 
open-plan living. KLUDI BALANCE WHITE is simply made for this lifestyle. 
In a comfortable white model, the single lever bath and shower mixer for 
deck mounting seems less like a bath mixer. First and foremost it looks like 
a stylish design feature, fitted with modern technology to satisfy demanding 
requirements.

7776



KLUDI BALANCE WHITE
single lever shower mixer DN 15
527109175

7978



BASIN

single lever basin mixer DN 10
520239175 

single lever washbowl mixer DN 10
spout height lower edge = 272 mm
522989175 

single lever washbowl mixer DN 10
spout height lower edge = 212 mm
522969175 

single lever bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
525909175 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88088 

concealed single lever bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
526509175 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

single lever shower mixer DN 15
527109175 

concealed single  
lever shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
526559175 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

SHOWER

KLUDI BALANCE WHITE

*Not illustratedwhite/chrome required accessories

single lever basin mixer DN 10
without pop-up waste
520269175 

concealed thermostatic bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
528309175 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed thermostatic  
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
528359175 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

BIDET

single lever bidet mixer DN 10
522169175 

BATH

single lever bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
524459175 

single lever bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
for three hole tile rim installation
projection 220 mm
524479175 

electronic controlled  
basin mixer DN 10
with sensor technology
with mixing shaft
battery-powered
5210091 

with mains plug*
5220091 

New

electronic controlled basin mixer DN 10
5210091
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 single lever shower mixer DN 15 
 507140575 

 KLUDI Q-BEO 
 Striking cubism 

 KLUDI Q-BEO acknowledges its debt to the 
cubic form – masculine and intense. Rounded 
edges and inlaid levers lend the range its 
striking visual identity. 



single lever basin mixer DN 10
500230575

A strong design statement
Large, angular, solid – if you’re looking for the exceptional, you’ve found it in 
KLUDI Q-BEO. The cube-shaped mixers for washbasins, baths and showers 
are simultaneously eye-catching design objects. It’s a good thing that they 
aren’t only available as individual pieces. Whole bathroom interiors can be 
fitted with KLUDI Q-BEO. 

When it comes to large washstands, for instance, the KLUDI Q-BEO  
single lever mixer with side control increases the KLUDI freedom of move-
ment. The flow of water and temperature can be adjusted with pinpoint  
accuracy. As the control is on the side, the spout, which can also be  
swivelled, gains in height. The robust, single-piece mixer body is of  
especially high quality and, together with the side-operating mechanism, 
lends a very homogeneous appearance. The purist L-shaped spout is  
designed in the cubic style of the KLUDI Q-BEO line.

One sophisticated design feature is the installation of the surface-mounted 
mixer flush with the wall, as it covers the escutcheons, which would other-
wise be visible. 

KLUDI Q-BEO

8584



BASIN

single lever basin mixer DN 10
with waste outlet
500230575 

single lever basin mixer DN 10
for handbasins
501290575 

Three-hole basin mixer DN 15
501430542 

BIDET

single lever bidet mixer DN 10
502160575 

BATH

single lever bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
504430575 

bath-and shower mixer DN 15
four-hole, for tile rim installation
projection 220 mm
504240542 

shower set DN 15
stand assembly
5005105 

bath filler DN 20
projection 220 mm
5050405 

SHOWER

single lever shower mixer DN 15
507140575 

Thermostatic shower mixer DN 15
504000542 

SHOWER

wall rail
L = 900 mm:
with floating slider and Sirenaflex 
hose 1,600 mm
5012005-00 

1S hand-held shower with quick 
lime deposit cleaning system: 
shower spray
5010005-00 

wall supply DN 15
6554005-00 

shower hook
6555105-00 

bath-and shower mixer DN 15
504240542

concealed single lever bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
506500575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed thermostatic bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
508300542 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

required accessorieschrome *Not illustrated

KLUDI Q-BEO

single lever basin mixer DN 10
spout can be swivelled through 360°
420250542 

without pop-up waste set*
420260542 

single lever basin mixer DN 10
without pop-up waste
500260575 

concealed single lever shower 
mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
506550575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed thermostatic shower 
mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
508350542 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 
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 KLUDI MX  
 Sophisticated functions  

 The basin mixer is the highlight in this range 
of fi ttings: it has integrated height adjustment, 
which creates up to 10 cm space for greater 
KLUDI freedom of movement. The lifting effect 
is not visible when the mixer is in the base 
position. This is how much versatility a single 
lever mixer can offer. 

 single-lever basin mixer XXL DN 10 
 331840562 



KLUDI MX 

With added function  
and safety
The KLUDI MX thermostatic shower mixer is convenient and safe.  
It allows the desired temperature to be set quickly and kept constant  
while you shower. The KLUDI SafeTouch function reliably stops the  
thermostat surface from getting hot. In addition, the KLUDI HotStop  
anti-scald limiter, which has been set at 38 °C, protects you from scalding.

Base position

The single-lever sink mixer with the easy-clean, loop 
lever has integrated height adjustment, which is 
concealed when it is the base position.

Adjusting height

Adjusting the height provides 10 cm space for  
KLUDI freedom of movement between the washbasin 
and mixer. This makes it easy to fill tall containers 
with water.

Thermostatic shower mixer DN 15
354300538

Lowering

To lower, release the lock and push the mixer down 
gently until it locks back into place. It is easy to do 
this in a controlled movement thanks to the buffer.

9190
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KLUDI MX 

*Not illustratedchrome required accessories

BASIN

single-lever basin mixer XXL DN 10
with pull-out tap body
331840562 

BIDET

single lever bidet mixer DN 10
332150562 

BATH

single lever bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
334450562 

single lever bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
for three hole rim installation
projection 160 mm
334460562 

for three hole tile rim installation*
projection 220 mm
334470562 

thermostatic bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
354310538 

concealed single lever bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
336500562 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed single lever bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
protected against back flow
336570562 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed thermostatic bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
358300538 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

single lever shower mixer DN 15
337100562 

Thermostatic shower mixer DN 15
354300538 

concealed single lever  
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
336550562 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed thermostatic  
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
358350538 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

SHOWER

single lever basin mixer DN 10
331250562 

without pop-up waste set*
331260562 

single lever basin mixer DN 10
for use with displacement heaters
331350562 

single lever basin mixer DN 10
for handbasins
331280562 

bath filler DN 20 with adjustment
wall fastening
1350105 

bath filler DN 20*
wall fastening
1350005 
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 KLUDI 
O-CEAN   
 Refreshingly natural 

 The water is clear and fl ows onto your hands 
in a gushing cascade. A wonderfully refreshing 
experience, as in untouched nature itself. 
KLUDI has also taken the environment into 
consideration in its technology: the pre-set 
50% fl ow limiter acts to save water in the long 
term. It is very simple to adjust the fl ow of 
water and temperature using the joystick. 

 single lever basin mixer DN 10 
 383450510 



KLUDI O-CEAN  

Chrome-plated, 
removable  
covering
You are unable to see it but the single-lever bath  
filler and shower mixer is mounted on the wall.  
A chrome-plated covering cleverly conceals the  
escutcheons. It is easy to remove and clean.  
The flat surface can also be used as practical  
storage space if needed.

BASIN

single lever basin mixer DN 10
with joystick
383450510 

single lever basin mixer DN 10
with cascade spout
383400575 

pillar valve DN 15
381160530 

BIDET

single lever bidet mixer DN 10
384300575 

BATH

single lever bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
387700575 

concealed single lever bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
387500575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed single lever bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
protected against back flow
387570575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed thermostatic bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
388300545 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

SHOWER

single lever shower mixer DN 15
389700575 

concealed thermostatic  
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
388350545 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

*Not illustratedchrome required accessories

single lever bath and shower mixer DN 15
387700575

single lever basin mixer DN 10
383500575 

without pop-up waste set*
383510575 

single lever basin mixer DN 10
spout can be swivelled through 360°
420250573 

concealed single lever  
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
387550575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

9796



 KLUDI 
BINGO STAR 
 Plenty of 
freedom of movement 

 The tall, dynamic spout and side operation 
are characteristic of the individualistic mixer. 
KLUDI BINGO STAR creates an unusual 
amount of KLUDI freedom of movement 
between the mixer and the washbasin, which 
can made the most of on an individual basis. 

 single lever basin mixer DN 10 
 420230578 



KLUDI BINGO STAR

Tall spout can  
be rotated 360°
In addition to KLUDI freedom of movement, KLUDI BINGO STAR offers  
a choice of two different models of fittings: the single-lever basin mixer  
with a 360° swivelling spout or with a 30°/30° stop limiter.

chrome

BASIN

single lever basin mixer DN 10
swivelling spout (360°)
420230578 

single lever basin mixer DN 10
with end stop limiter 30°/30°
420300578 

101100



KLUDI BOZZ
A matter of pure form

KLUDI BOZZ celebrates the cylinder  
in its archetypal form. The whole  
range of mixers has been designed  
from cylindrical bodies, which are in  
perfect proportion to one another.  
Reduced to the pure form!

concealed two hole wall mounted basin mixer
382450576



KLUDI BOZZ

*Not illustratedchrome required accessories

BASIN

single lever washbowl mixer DN 10
382960576 

single lever basin mixer DN 10
with high, curved spout
spout can be swivelled through 360°
382940576 

Three-hole basin mixer DN 10
Rigid spout
383910576 

pillar valve DN 15
381160530 

BIDET

single lever bidet mixer DN 10
385330576 

BATH

single lever bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
386910576 

concealed single lever bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
386500576 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed single lever bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
protected against back flow
386570576 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

bath filler DN 20
wall fastening
3850505 

SHOWER

single lever shower mixer DN 15
388310576 

Thermostatic shower mixer DN 15
352030538 

concealed single lever  
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
386550576 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

The cylinder in all its diversity
KLUDI BOZZ shows how well cylindrical forms 
match one another. The combination looks as 
harmonious in a mixer as in an entire bathroom 
line. Whether as a pillar valve with discreet head 
controls, as a single lever mixer for modern 
wash bowls or as a three-hole mixer with tall 
spout – KLUDI BOZZ offers the widest variety 
of solutions for public areas, the catering  
industry and private bathrooms.

concealed two hole wall  
mounted basin mixer
projection 180 mm
382440576 

projection 230 mm*
382450576 

installation kit DN 15*
38243 

pillar tap with head part control unit DN 15
380160530

pillar tap with head part  
control unit DN 15
actuation by stick
380160530 

wall mounted pillar valve DN 15
projection 185 mm
380180530 

projection 110 mm*
380170530 

single lever basin mixer DN 10
382910576 

flow rate 5 l/min*
382920576 

for unpressurised storage tanks*
382970576 

105104



 KLUDI ZENTA 
 Exceptional variety 

 The fundamental architectural forms of 
cylinder and rectangle determine the character 
of KLUDI ZENTA. The line includes a range that 
is impressive in its variety. KLUDI ZENTA offers 
the right solution for virtually every possible use, 
regardless of whether it concerns a washbasin, 
bath or shower. The design line even continues 
into the kitchen. 

 single-lever basin mixer XL DN 10 
 382600575 



 single lever basin mixer DN 10 
 420250575 

 More room to 
manoeuvre below 
the spout: 
they can do more 
than wash hands 
 If you use the washbasin for more than just washing your 
hands, then you should consider KLUDI’s VersatilityPlus 
concept for ZENTA. For if you occasionally use the mixer to 
wash your hair or to fi ll buckets, then the single-lever mixers 
really score thanks to the side controls. 

   On the one hand, the spout is higher and is convenient to swivel; on the 
other hand, the side mixer lever is positioned favourably for maximum 
ergonomics for all possible uses. These mixers also show off their merits at 
any large washbasin: the mixer can be swivelled farther and the water has 
a longer reach than with a conventional single-lever mixer. And (last but 
not least): the side control is easy to clean, as it can be turned off with wet 
hands after use, without the mixer getting spattered with splashes of water 
and soap. 
 
  And into the bargain, the whole unit even looks good: the single-piece mixer 
body forms a solid unit together with the side-operating element. The fl ow of 
water and temperature can be adjusted with customary pinpoint accuracy. 
And thanks to the consistent red/blue markings, it is still clear whether cold 
or hot water is running, even when in the 45 degree position. The ZENTA line 
offers the right solution for every possible use with three different single-
lever basin mixers with side controls. 

 KLUDI ZENTA 
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KLUDI ZENTA

Hygienic thanks to  
sensor operation
The KLUDI ZENTA electronic mixers control the flow of water without you 
touching them. This ensures a maximum of hygiene in public buildings, 
offices and catering industry. As sanitary areas are used intensively in these 
areas, efficient use of resources is an important argument in favour of the 
sensor-operated mixers in the KLUDI ZENTA design.

As a result of optical object detection, the flow of water will start as soon 
as the infrared sensor has recorded movement. However, not until all three 
installed sensors have responded. This effectively prevents unintentional 
triggering, by drops of water on the sensor field for example. Intelligent 
technology thus contributes to limit consumption of energy and water in a 
practical way.

Washrooms with high footfall and private bathrooms can be fitted to a high  
standard with the KLUDI ZENTA electronic mixers, resulting in great practi-
cality and an attractive appearance. Three models are available: with tempe-
rature dial and mixer lever, with pre-adjustable mixer shaft or as pillar valve, 
fitted either with a mains adapter or battery as needed.

Sensor control is non-contact. The flow of water 
starts as soon as the intelligent infrared technology 
registers movement.

Water temperature can be set to suit using the mixer 
screw.

electronic controlled basin mixer DN 15
3810005

111110



Volume jet

The volume jet remains constant in width and 
intensity.

Rainshower

The rainshower has a circular arrangement that 
ensures a gentle, caressing shower.

Booster

The booster centres the jet in the middle  
of the shower head, creating an invigorating and 
massaging stream of water.

KLUDI ZENTA
Thermostatic shower mixer DN 15
351000538

3S shower set
6084005-00

In just seconds, the thermostat mixes the right temperature and keeps it 
constant. The KLUDI HotStop prevents scalding with a built-in anti-scald 
limiter. You can choose from three different settings for the jet of water for 
the handset – for personalised showering pleasure.

Showering with the right  
temperature and three  
different jets of water

113112



single lever washbowl mixer DN 10
spout height lower edge = 258 mm
382570575 

single lever basin mixer DN 10
spout height lower edge = 120 mm
382650575 

electronic concealed controlled 
basin mixer
with sensor technology
projection 190 mm
3850205 

projection 240 mm*
3840205 
38003 
38004 

single lever basin mixer DN 10
382500575  

without pop-up waste set*
382510575  

single lever washbowl mixer DN 10
spout height lower edge = 225 mm
382560575 

BASIN BIDET BATH

SHOWER

concealed single lever shower 
mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
386550575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

BASIN

single-lever basin mixer XL DN 10
382600575 

without pop-up waste set*
382620575 

New

New New New

New

single lever basin mixer DN 10
spout can be swivelled through 360°
420250575  

without pop-up waste set*
420260575  

single lever basin mixer DN 10
spout can be swivelled through 360°
382940575 

single lever basin mixer DN 10
with high, curved spout
spout can be swivelled through 360°
382550575 

electronic controlled  
basin mixer DN 15
with sensor technology
with mixing shaft
battery-powered
3810205  

with mains plug*
3820205  

electronic controlled  
pillar tap DN 15
with sensor technology
without mixing shaft
battery-powered
3810505 

with mains plug*
3820505 

concealed two hole wall mounted 
basin mixer
projection 230 mm
382450575 

projection 180 mm
382440575 

installation kit DN 15*
38243 

pillar valve DN 15
381160530 

single lever bidet mixer DN 10
385300575 

single lever bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
386700575 

single lever bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
for three hole rim installation
projection 140 mm
384460575  

for three hole tile rim installation*
projection 220 mm
384470575  

2S bathtub set
6075005-00 

1S bathtub set*
6065005-00 

bath filler DN 20 with adjustment
wall fastening
1350105 

bath filler DN 20*
wall fastening
1350005 

thermostatic bath and shower 
mixer DN 15
351010538 

concealed single lever bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
386500575  

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed single lever bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
protected against back flow
386570575  

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed thermostatic bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
388300545 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

single lever shower mixer DN 15
388700575 

Thermostatic shower mixer DN 15
351000538 

concealed thermostatic shower 
mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
388350545  

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

3S hand-held shower with quick 
lime deposit cleaning system:
booster, smooth, volume
6080005-00  

2S Hand-held shower with quick 
lime deposit cleaning system:
smooth, volume*
6070005-00  

1S hand-held shower with quick 
lime deposit cleaning system: 
6060005-00 

required accessories *Not illustrated

KLUDI ZENTA

New

chrome

electronic concealed controlled 
basin mixer
with sensor technology
with temperature selection handle
projection 190 mm
3850005 
projection 240 mm*
3840005 
38001 
38002 

electronic concealed controlled 
basin mixer
with sensor technology
with temperature selection handle
projection 190 mm
3850105 
projection 240 mm*
3840105 
38001 
38002 

electronic concealed controlled 
basin mixer
with sensor technology
projection 190 mm
3850305 

projection 240 mm*
3840305 
38003 
38004 

electronic controlled  
basin mixer DN 15
with sensor technology
with mixing shaft
Temperature control handle
battery-powered
3810005  

with mains plug*
3820005  
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SHOWER

Dual-Shower-System DN 15
with head shower 200 mm 
KLUDI ZENTA 2S hand-held shower 
and Suparaflex hose 1,600 mm
6609005-00 

ZENTA SHOWER DUO:
thermostatic shower mixer
2S shower set
2S hand-held shower with rain 
shower, soft spray 
L = 600 mm
6057605-00  

L = 900 mm*
6057705-00  

KLUDI Dual-Shower-System DN 15
with head shower 200 mm 
KLUDI ZENTA 1S hand-held shower
and SUPARAFLEX shower hose  
1,600 mm
6167705-00 

3S shower set
L = 600 mm
6083005-00  

L = 900 mm*
6084005-00  

2S shower set
L = 600 mm
6073005-00  

L = 900 mm*
6074005-00  

1S shower set
L = 600 mm
6063005-00  

L = 900 mm*
6064005-00  

Wall bar: with floating slider and 
Logoflex hose 
L = 600 mm
6061005-00 

L = 900 mm*
6062005-00 

*Not illustrated

KLUDI ZENTA
single lever bath and shower mixer DN 15
386700575

chrome 117116



KLUDI ZENTA BLACK & WHITE

Elegant black 
and pure white –  
the interesting 
interplay of  
contrasts starts 
with the striking 
KLUDI ZENTA 
BLACK & WHITE 
range.

single lever basin mixer DN 10
382509175
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KLUDI ZENTA BLACK & WHITE

3S shower set
6084086-00

BASIN BIDET

BATH

SHOWER

single lever basin mixer DN 10
382509175 
382508675 

Bidet-Einhandmischer DN 10*
385309175 
385308675 

concealed single lever bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
386509175 
386508675 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

1S bathtub set
6065091-00 
6065086-00 

3S shower set
L = 900 mm
6084091-00 
6084086-00 

*Not illustratedblack/chrome required accessorieswhite/chrome

single lever basin mixer DN 10
without pop-up waste set*
382519175 
382518675 

single-lever basin mixer XL DN 10
382609175 
382608675 

single lever bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
386709175 
386708675 

thermostatic bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
351019138 
351018638 

single lever shower mixer DN 15
388709175 
388708675 

Thermostatic shower mixer DN 15
351009138 
351008638 

concealed single lever shower 
mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
386559175 
386558675 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 
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 KLUDI 
OBJEKTA 
 Cuts a good fi gure 
everywhere 

 From KLUDI OBJEKTA MIX NEW comes 
KLUDI OBJEKTA. The successful product 
range takes up the trend for softer lines and 
at the same time keeps its fundamental, sleek 
architectural structure. The durable mixers 
and showers fi t in harmoniously with different 
bathroom interiors. 

 single lever basin mixer DN 15 
 322330575   



KLUDI OBJEKTA

single lever basin mixer DN 15
320230575

Perfect harmony at  
large washstands

More and more bathrooms nowadays are fitted with large washstands.  
The KLUDI OBJEKTA single lever basin mixers with side control are perfectly  
in keeping with these. Their generous proportions are the result of the taller 
spout, which provides more convenient KLUDI freedom ov movement  
between the mixer and the washstand. Flexibility is improved since the  
spout can also be swivelled to the side.

The flow of water and temperature are adjusted with customary accuracy 
using the side operating mechanism. This is also in the KLUDI OBJEKTA  
design and fits in perfectly with the single-piece mixer body, which proves 
itself to be very robust and of high quality. The curved, cylindrical spout has 
been coordinated to match the classic-modern KLUDI OBJEKTA design.
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KLUDI OBJEKTA

Contemporary, ergonomic, 
convenient
With an upright mixer body and slightly curved upper surfaces on the spout, 
KLUDI OBJEKTA is testament to contemporary design. The use of form is 
pleasantly understated and yet makes its own distinctive mark. In daily use, 
KLUDI OBJEKTA provides convenience and reliability. The operating ele-
ments are designed to be ergonomic, the curved surfaces are simple and 
quick to clean.

single lever bath and shower mixer DN 15
326530575

single lever bidet mixer DN 15
324160575
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chrome required accessories *Not illustrated

BASIN

single-lever basin mixer XL DN 10
322600575 

single lever basin mixer DN 10
for use with displacement heaters
322340575 

BIDET

single lever bidet mixer DN 15
324160575 

BATH

single lever bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
326530575 

single lever bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
single hole mounted
326850575 

thermostatic bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
352600538 

concealed single lever bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
326500575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed single lever bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
protected against back flow
326570575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed thermostatic bath and 
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
358300538 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

single lever bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
vertical bath/ shower mixer
324890575 

SHOWER

single lever shower mixer DN 15
327640575 

Thermostatic shower mixer DN 15
50 % water consumption regulation
352000538 

concealed single lever shower 
mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
326550575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

SHOWER

concealed thermostatic shower 
mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
358350538 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

KLUDI OBJEKTA

single lever shower mixer DN 15
vertical bath/ shower mixer
326510575 

single lever shower mixer DN 15
327640575

single lever basin mixer DN 15
with high, curved spout
spout can be swivelled through 360°
320230575 

without pop-up waste set*
320240575 

single lever basin mixer DN 15
322330575 

flow rate 5 l/min*
322350575 

without pop-up waste set*
321260575 
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 KLUDI 
LOGO NEO 
 The logical choice 

 Sleek lines and reliable technology are what 
characterise KLUDI LOGO NEO as a member of 
the KLUDI family of mixers. The fl at spout and 
precise edges are typical of the practical use 
of form. KLUDI LOGO NEO makes choosing a 
quality mixer easy. 

 single lever bath and shower mixer DN 15 
 376810575 



single lever shower mixer DN 15
378410575

Saves money, 
helps protect the 
environment
Contemporary and economical – two attributes that 
accurately describe KLUDI LOGO NEO. The line of mixer 
taps impresses with its refreshing design, and it spares 
the wallet and helps save natural resources thanks to its 
dual function. KLUDI’s EcoPlus function saves energy: 
when you turn the tap on in the centre position, only cold 
water will run. No loss of comfort when washing your 
hands, cleaning your teeth or running water for plants. 
But considerable savings for the household’s energy bill. 

On top of this, the EcoAir mode used for the washbasin 
mixer, cuts the amount of water used for washing hands 
every day by up to 40 per cent – by aerating the water 
you still have a full flow of water.

A single-lever basin mixer with side control is also in-
cluded in the extended range. There is more convenient 
KLUDI VersatilityPlus available below the tall, swivelling 
spout. The flow of water and temperature can be adjusted 
using the handle on the side. Incidentally, this makes 
life particularly easy when you’re cleaning, as it can be 
turned off if your hands are wet, without the tap getting 
spattered with splashes of water and soap.

BASIN

single lever basin mixer XS DN 10
372850575 

single lever basin mixer DN 10
with retractable chain
372830575 

with pipe fittings*
372800575 

single lever basin mixer DN 10
for unpressurised storage tanks*
372750575 

BIDET

single lever bidet mixer DN 10
375330575 

with pipe fittings*
375310575 

BATH

SHOWER CARE

single lever basin mixer DN 10
Public lever arm 120 mm
372840575 

single lever basin mixer DN 10
clinic-lever 180 mm
372870575 

single lever basin mixer DN 10
372820575 

with pipe fittings*
372810575 

New

single-lever basin mixer XL DN 10
spout height lower edge = 120 mm
372900575 

New

single lever bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
376810575 

single lever bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
swivelling spout 250 mm
375910575 

concealed single lever bath and 
shower mixer
374190575 

concealed mixer,  
pre-installation kit DN 15*
38625 

New

single lever bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
swivelling spout 250 mm
with tele-hand-held shower
375920575 

single lever shower mixer DN 15
378410575 

concealed single lever shower 
mixer
374200575 

concealed mixer,  
pre-installation kit DN 15*
38625 

New New New

KLUDI LOGO NEO

*Not illustratedrequired accessorieschrome

single lever basin mixer DN 10
for use with displacement heaters
372760575 

single lever basin mixer DN 15
with high, curved spout
spout can be swivelled through 360°
370230575 
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 KLUDI TERCIO 
  In keeping with the times 
in any form  

 KLUDI TERCIO mixer are interpreted in the 
design language of our time: mixer bodies 
with straight lines harmonise with soft surfaces. 
Broader handles and spouts belong to the 
modern silhouette of KLUDI TERCIO. The 
slightly curved surface is pleasant to the touch. 
Entire bathroom interiors can be created in 
KLUDI TERCIO design thanks to the extended 
range of products. 

 concealed single lever bath and shower mixer 
 386510575 



single lever basin mixer DN 15
380230575

KLUDI TERCIO

The new generosity of scale
A new generosity of scale predominates in modern bathrooms. The XL single-lever mixer in 
KLUDI TERCIO design is tailor-made for this. The extra-large mixer looks at its best when fitted 
on large-size washbasins. The single-lever mixer with controls on the side provides even more 
KLUDI freedom of movement between the washbasin and  mixer. The bath mixer is very versa-
tile to use with its taller, swivelling spout. Water can run off easily from the curved surfaces of the 
lever and spout – resulting in extra ease of cleaning.
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single-lever basin mixer XL DN 10
384840575

single lever basin mixer DN 10
384850575 

KLUDI TERCIO
BASIN

single-lever basin mixer XL DN 10
384840575 

single lever basin mixer DN 10
384810575 

single lever basin mixer DN 15
for use with displacement heaters
384760575 

single lever basin mixer DN 15
with retractable chain
384800575 

concealed single lever shower 
mixer
386560575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed single lever shower 
mixer
384200575 

concealed mixer,  
pre-installation kit DN 15*
38625 

chrome required accessories *Not illustrated

concealed single lever bath and 
shower mixer
384190575 

concealed mixer,  
pre-installation kit DN 15*
38625 

Thermostatic shower mixer DN 15
351000538 

single lever basin mixer DN 15
with high, curved spout
spout can be swivelled through 360°
380230575 

without pop-up waste set*
380240575 

BIDET

single lever bidet mixer DN 10
384320575 

BATH

single lever bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
384820575 

thermostatic bath and  
shower mixer DN 15
351010538 

New

concealed single lever bath and 
shower mixer
386510575 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

single lever shower mixer DN 15
388420575 

SHOWER
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BASIN

pillar valve DN 15
200130508 
200130515 

BATH

bath-and shower mixer DN 10
262090508 
262090515 

SHOWER

shower mixer DN 15
without shower set
262020508 
262020515 

KLUDI STANDARD

The term for reliability

KLUDI STANDARD has been a byword for 
rock-solid reliability for many years. The 
long-established range of mixer is robust 
enough to be still working perfectly even  
after years of intensive use. You can depend  
on KLUDI STANDARD at any time – in each 
combination of components.

chromeThe products shown are just a selection from our comprehensive product range.

KLUDI  
STANDARD

basin mixer DN 8
with retractable chain
210600508 
210600515 

bath-and shower mixer DN 15
without shower set
251250508 
251250515 

basin mixer DN 8
with waste outlet
210370508 
210370515 

basin mixer DN 8
210370508
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KLUDI ROTEXA 

Running bath water is  
quieter with KLUDI ROTEXA 

Noisy splashing is a thing of the past. With 
KLUDI ROTEXA, bathwater runs quietly along 
the rim of the bath – straight from the filling 
valve. The modern filler, waste and overflow 
fittings are built into the bath. So you can enjoy 
a bath in peace at any time of day or night  
without disturbing your neighbours.

KLUDI  
ROTEXA 

filling, waste and overflow
trim set
7182605-00 

filling, waste and overflow
trim set
for baths with recessed overflow
7085605-00 

filling, waste and overflow
pre installation set
2131500-00

Covering cap for pipe interruptor
82308505-00 

pipe interruptor
pre installation set
1077200-00

pop-up and overflow set
trim set
7106605-00 

eco plug with hair sieve and valve 
plate Ø 70 mm
7060405-00 

pop-up and overflow set
pre installation set
2104000-00

pop-up and overflow set
pre installation set
2140705-00 

pop-up and overflow set*
pre installation set
2140805-00 

pop-up and overflow set*
pre installation set
2140905-00 

wall supply DN 15
protected against back flow
6306105-00 

chrome *Not illustrated

DRAIN
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KLUDI PUSH
Extra showering  
enjoyment

A concept for running showers and bath that is as straightforward 
as it is ingenious: the water is turned on and off with a simple 
press of the ergonomic push-button and the temperature is 
preset at the thermostatic handle. This represents real conven-
ience for young and old alike, and for every stage in life, since 
the mechanical buttons click quietly but audibly when pressed, 
while not actually retracting into the mixer. So you can feel them 
at all times – even when your face is covered in lather. 

 

The buttons can even be customised during installation and two 
consumer units, overhead shower and body jet for example, can 
be connected at the same time. KLUDI PUSH is supplied with 
a round or square escutcheon in the soft-edge design and is 
robust and easy to clean.

chrome

KLUDI PUSH

concealed thermostatic  
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
with push-button 
without diverter
388010538 

concealed thermostatic  
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
with push-button 
with two-way-diverter
388110538 

concealed thermostatic  
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
with push-button 
without diverter
388020538 

concealed thermostatic  
shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
with push-button 
with two-way-diverter
388120538 

NEW
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*Not illustrated

ACCESSORIES

People who furnish their bathroom with JOOP! from KLUDI manifest a sense of style –  
which goes beyond the mixer. This is why the superior accessories in the collection - 
towel holders, soap dispensers, glass holders, shelves, paper holders and toilet sets –  
are more than just practical aids. They are highly decorative elements in gleaming 
chrome and the finest crystal that reflect the lifestyle and flamboyance of JOOP! in 
every aspect of the bathroom.

chrome

Accessories deposit plate of crystal glass
320 mm
5597305H7 

260 mm*
5598305H7 

soap holder
bowl of crystal glass
5598505H7 

glass holder
crystal glass
5597505H7 

liquid soap dispenser
bowl crystal glass
5597605H7 

spare toilet paper holder
5597205 

paper-holder
5597105 

toilet brush holder
5597405H7 

towel-ring
5597805 

towel holder
5597705 

bath towel holder 600 mm 
5598005 

800 mm*
5597905 

bath handle 300 mm*
5598105 

hook
big
5598205 

small*
5598405 

towel holder
5597705
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soap dish
porcelain dish
5398505 

liquid soap dispenser
porcelain container
5397605 

glass holder
porcelain glass
5397505 

paper-holder
5397105 

spare toilet paper holder
5397205 

toilet brush holder
porcelain container
5397405 

towel holder
5397705 

grab bar 350 mm
5398105 

hook
5398405 

chrome *Not illustrated

Accessories that are as beautiful  
as the fittings

KLUDI AMBA

ACCESSORIES

bath towel holder
L = 650 mm
5398005 

L = 850 mm*
5397905 

There is a separate, comprehensive accessory line for the KLUDI AMBA. It is  
perfectly matched to the fittings, allowing bathrooms to be uniformly configured in the 
KLUDI AMBA design. Hooks, handles and brackets have a high-quality chrome finish; 
insets are made of fine porcelain.
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The versatile bathroom

The art of bathroom design is to make the  
best use of the available space. KLUDI PLUS 
was developed with this for this purpose. The  
collection comprises ceramic products for 
washbasins, toilets and bidets, mirrors – and 
elegant bathroom furnishings.

Three different options to enlarge it make  
this bathroom totally versatile: as a small bath-
room through to a family bathroom. The design  
concept provides a wide range of styles for 
contemporary living with convincing details.  
It is a perfect match for KLUDI’s premium mixer 
and lines of accessories.

KLUDI PLUS

countertop wash basin
49W0343

crystal mirror
49SP343

washdown WC 
49WCW43

counter modul
49CM143

counter modul unit 
49CMU43
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Stage 2 

The base cabinet matches the counter modul unit. 
This base cabinet provides useful storage space for 
the guest bathroom.

Stage 3 

The double counter modul unit stands for practical 
design. The furniture also offers enough room when 
storage requirements are higher.

Small or guest bathrooms represent the ultimate in bathroom planning. 
Intuitive functions and a high standard of design are called for. Especially 
where planning and realisation are concerned, KLUDI PLUS demonstrates 
its strengths and its great flexibility. The set of furnishings is available for 
three stages, depending on the size of the household and amount of storage 
space required. There are two matching ceramic solutions for the washbasin 
area: a countertop basin and a wall-hung basin.
Two mirror designs – with and without lighting elements – offer practical 
details. One example: the cabinet doors have no need of handles thanks to 
the sophisticated fasteners. A slight touch is all it takes.

KLUDI PLUS
countertop wash basin
49W0343

crystal mirror
49SP343

counter modul
49CM243

counter modul unit 
49CMU43

Stage 1 

Countertop basin with counter unit – these form the 
basis of the KLUDI PLUS concept.

Small bathroom –  
put to perfect use

NEW
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*Not illustratedceramic whitechrome

basin
49W0543 

countertop wash basin
49W0343 

counter modul
80 x 405 x 312 mm
49CM143 

counter modul
80 x 405 x 312 mm
49CM243 

counter modul unit 
Size: 300 x 405 x 312 mm 
49CMU43 

pop-up and overflow set
can be combined with:
KLUDI PLUS 49W0543 washbasin
4999905 

lighted mirror
800 x 500 mm
49SP243

crystal mirror
800 x 405 mm
49SP343

KLUDI PLUS

BASIN
basin
49W0543

crystal mirror
49SP343

MIRROR
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When planning bathrooms, conceptual skills are called for.  
KLUDI PLUS presents a balanced, compact concept that can also be  
upscaled – and can then be used for a multi-generational bathroom.
The bathroom experts at KLUDI have given some thought to the design  
of the ceramic fixtures too.
The toilet and bidet have been designed to be compact while simultaneously 
allowing for maximum ergonomics. What is more, they offer a number of 
intelligent details.

Intelligent and easy to clean

A clean solution: the toilet seat can simply be 
removed for cleaning by pressing a button and  
put back in place just as easily.

Intelligent and tasteful

No more excuses for leaving the toilet lid open,  
no reason to bang the lid shut: a slight tap is all it 
takes and the toilet lid will close gently.

*Not illustratedchrome

washdown WC
370 x 560 x 350 mm 
49WCW43 

Toilet seat
with soft close
49WCS43 

decor iris for WC/Bidet 
can be combined with:
KLUDI PLUS 49WCW43 toilet and
KLUDI PLUS bidet 49BIW43
4998905 

Bidet
370 x 560 x 305 mm
49BIW43 

WC

BIDET

ceramic white

washdown WC 
49WCW43

bidet
49BIW43

decor iris for WC/Bidet
4998905 Bathrooms that are carefully 

thought-through
toilet seat
49WCS43
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 glass holder 
 4897505 

 KLUDI A-XES 
 KLUDI design accessories 

 Contemporary and classy, light and graceful – 
this is the effect KLUDI A-XES gives. The 
accessories are the ideal addition to the KLUDI 
fi ttings. Their distinct use of form with cylinders 
and cubes makes it possible to combine them 
with every bathroom design. 

 towel holder 
 4897705 



The accessories can be mounted on the right or the left side

chrome

ACCESSORIES

liquid soap dispenser
satin finish glass
4897605 

glass holder
satin finish glass
4897505 

soap dish
satin finish glass
4898505 

bath towel rail 650 mm
4898005 

bath towel rail with shelf 600 mm
4898905 

double bath towel rail 550 mm
4898805 

grab bar 350 mm
4898105 

sponge basket
4898605 

sponge basket
corner-mounted
4898705 

paper-holder
4897105 

spare toilet paper holder
4897205 

toilet brush holder
4897405 

hook
4898405 

paper-holder
4897105

spare toilet paper holder
4897205

toilet brush holder
4897405

KLUDI A-XES

Versatile to  
combine
Every accessory holder can be rotated by 180° 
and can therefore be installed on the right or 
left, as needed. The satinised glass fittings  
fit into the chrome brackets silently. The  
installation holes are cleverly concealed by the 
chrome-plated caps.

towel holder
4897705 
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 For personalised 
showering 

 Handsets and overhead showers, Dual-Shower-
Systems with or without thermostats, various 
design lines and practical functions – KLUDI’s 
shower programme offers a wide choice of 
solutions to meet different types of installation 
and individual shower habits.  

 SHOWERS 



The KLUDI dual-shower systems help in designing bespoke showers!  
This is primarily due to the individuality of the systems. They can be  
adjusted exactly to fit the situation where they are to be installed and to 
meet individual requirements. Today more than ever, because KLUDI  
has further perfected the options for making adjustments to dual-shower 
systems.

The height tolerance of up to 30 centimetres makes it possible, for example,  
to install a KLUDI dual-shower system even when ceilings are low. The problem 
of a water-conducting shower rail that is too long no longer exists. Even the 
arm of an overhead shower can be infinitely adjusted, so that it can be best 
adapted to the given situation and showering habits of the users.

KLUDI Dual-Shower-Systems: 
more scope for individuality

By installing the water-conducting shower rail, a 
height tolerance of up to 30 cm is gained, giving 
you new potential. This means KLUDI dual shower 
systems will also fit under low ceilings.

KLUDI DUAL-SHOWER-SYSTEMS

During installation, the shower arm, which can be 
swivelled sideways, can be adjusted steplessly to fit 
perfectly to the situation and the showering habits 
of users.

KLUDI FIZZ
Thermostatic-Dual-Shower-System DN 15
6709505-00
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KLUDI A-QA s
Dual-Shower-System DN 15
with head shower 200 mm 
KLUDI A-QA s hand-held shower  
and Suparaflex hose 1,600 mm
6609105-00 

SHOWER SYSTEMS

KLUDI FIZZ
Thermostatic-Dual- 
Shower-System DN 15
with 3 shower cartridges
KLUDI FIZZ 3S hand shower DN 15
and SUPARAFLEX Silver shower hose 
1,600 mm
6709605-00 

KLUDI FIZZ
Thermostatic-Dual- 
Shower-System DN 15
with 3 shower cartridges
KLUDI FIZZ 1S hand shower
and SUPARAFLEX Silver shower hose 
1,600 mm
6709505-00 

KLUDI A-QA v
Shower Duo:
thermostatic shower mixer
3S shower set KLUDI A-QA v
L = 1100 mm
6209705-00 

KLUDI A-QA
Thermostat-Mono- 
Shower-System DN 15
50 % water consumption regulation
6608105-00 

KLUDI ZENTA
Dual-Shower-System DN 15
with head shower 200 mm 
KLUDI ZENTA 2S hand-held shower 
and Suparaflex hose 1,600 mm
6609005-00 

chrome

KLUDI FIZZ
Dual-Shower-System DN 15
with 2 shower cartridges
KLUDI FIZZ 3S hand shower DN 15
and SUPARAFLEX Silver shower hose 
1,600 mm
6709105-00 

with three shower cartidge*
6709305-00 

KLUDI DUAL-SHOWER-SYSTEMS

KLUDI A-QA
Dual-Shower-System DN 15
with KLUDI A-QA headshower  
G 1/2 x 140 x 245 mm
with KLUDI A-QA hand shower
4919105-00 

KLUDI A-QA
Thermostatic-Dual- 
Shower-System DN 15
with KLUDI A-QA head shower
with KLUDI A-QA hand shower
4909505-00 

NewNew New

KLUDI A-QA s
Thermostatic-Dual- 
Shower-System DN 15
with head shower 200 mm 
KLUDI A-QA s hand-held shower and 
Suparaflex hose 1,600 mm
6609505-00 

KLUDI Dual-Shower-System DN 15
with head shower 200 mm 
KLUDI ZENTA 1S hand-held shower
and SUPARAFLEX shower hose  
1,600 mm
6167705-00 

169168



 KLUDI FIZZ 
 Elegance and energy 
of the fan array 

 Unique and with a gentle stream of water: 
the array design of KLUDI FIZZ showers. 
The unusual design generates a jet of water 
that retains its energy. 

 The combination of chrome with a brilliant white 
shower-head base sets a strong, new trend in 
design: fresh, clean, crisp. 

 head shower DN 15 
   675780500 



The perfect shower with a full 
and gentle jet of water
The triple-head shower that looks like a propeller combines its striking  
design with a maximum rain shower. The position of each of the three  
showers can be moved so that the jet of water can be directed individually. 

The unique handset with the fan array can be adjusted with a choice of three 
types of jet. It is child’s play to switch between the volume jet, booster and 
smooth line thanks to the effortless adjustment. The adjustment has been 
positioned ideally in terms of ergonomics. 

KLUDI FIZZ

Volume jet

The volume jet with 75 nozzles is uniformly wide 
and soft.

Booster

The booster centres the jet in the middle of the sho-
wer head, creating an invigorating and massaging 
stream of water.

Smooth Line

The Smooth Line stream aligns the wide yet gentle 
jets of water in one row, thus generating a consi-
stent, parallel flow of individual jets.

head shower DN 15
6757805-00

173172



KLUDI FIZZ

Individually adjustable  
dual-head shower
Something to look forward to every day: the KLUDI FIZZ dual-head shower 
generates a wonderfully dense rain shower, which is adapted perfectly to the 
human body. Both showers can be adjusted individually for this. Whether  
in a linear arrangement or in opposite directions, everyone can have the 
pleasure of their own individual shower with KLUDI FIZZ.

head shower DN 15
675750500

head shower DN 15
675750500

175174



KLUDI FIZZ

KLUDI FIZZ represents the new model overhead shower: 
simply twist the handset into the overhead shower holder. 
The unique concealed mounting is practical and versatile. 
The handset is easy to exchange when needed. Both the 
single handset and the version with three types of jet can 
be fitted into the overhead shower holder. The shower can 
be directed using the ball joint – up to an angle of 36°.

The handset as an  
overhead shower

KLUDI showering hygiene

After each shower, the residual water will drain from 
the KLUDI FIZZ handset. That results in greater  
hygiene for showers and prevents annoying dripping.

head shower DN 15
675800500

head shower DN 15
675800500

177176



SHOWERS

KLUDI FIZZ
3S hand shower DN 15
quick and easy cleaning system
adjustable to three spray patterns:
booster, smooth, volume
677000500 

KLUDI FIZZ
1S hand-held shower
quick and easy cleaning system
676000500 

KLUDI FIZZ
3S bathtub set
677500500 

1S bathtub set*
676500500 

KLUDI FIZZ
head shower DN 15
with 3 shower cartridges
headshower with normal spray 
(volume)
675780500 

KLUDI FIZZ
head shower DN 15
with 2 shower cartridges
headshower with normal spray 
(volume)
675750500 

KLUDI FIZZ
head shower DN 15
adjustable to three spray patterns:
booster, smooth, volume
with adjustable ball joint inclination 
angle of 36 °
675800500 

KLUDI FIZZ
head shower DN 15
wall fastening
with adjustable ball joint inclination 
angle of 36 °
675700500 

KLUDI FIZZ
side shower DN 15
670830500 

KLUDI FIZZ
Thermostatic-Dual- 
Shower-System DN 15
with 3 shower cartridges
KLUDI FIZZ 3S hand shower DN 15
and SUPARAFLEX Silver shower hose 
1,600 mm
670960500 

KLUDI FIZZ
Thermostatic-Dual- 
Shower-System DN 15
with 3 shower cartridges
KLUDI FIZZ 1S hand shower
and SUPARAFLEX Silver shower hose 
1,600 mm
670950500 

KLUDI FIZZ
wall rail
L = 900 mm
with floating slider and  
Suparaflex hose
676200500 

KLUDI FIZZ

chrome

KLUDI FIZZ
shower set DN 15
6705105 

*Not illustrated

KLUDI FIZZ
swiveling  
head shower holder DN 15
675600500 

KLUDI FIZZ
Dual-Shower-System DN 15
with 2 shower cartridges
KLUDI FIZZ 3S hand shower DN 15
and SUPARAFLEX Silver shower hose 
1,600 mm
670910500 

with three shower cartidge*
670930500 

KLUDI FIZZ
3S shower set
L = 900 mm
677400500 

1S shower set*
L = 900 mm
676400500 

179178



 KLUDI 
FRESHLINE 
 Sheer showering 
enjoyment 

 A large overhead shower is an essential part 
of the perfect experience. KLUDI also offers 
this as a retrofi t version: the thermostat dual 
shower system in the KLUDI FRESHLINE 
stands for multidimensional showering enjoy-
ment. All you need is a water connection and 
the determination to maximise your personal 
comfort in the shower. The shower system 
includes a 25-centimetre overhead shower, 
a fl exible 3S handset and shower mixer with 
a thermostat control. The thermostatic mixer 
delivers water at a pleasant temperature and 
has Hot-Stop scald protection. 

 Thermostatic-Dual-Shower-System DN 15 
 6709205-00 



KLUDI FRESHLINE

The new arrival  
in the high-end

Volume jet

The volume jet uses the width of the 14-centimetre 
shower-head base and is broad and soft.

3S shower set
6794005-00

All good things come from above: KLUDI’s FRESHLINE sets new highlights 
for high-end showers with a diameter of 14 centimetres. Its body is made 
of superior, gleaming chrome-plated plastic. The soft anti-limescale spray 
nozzles produce a clean drenching shower even in hard-water areas –  
simply wipe away limescale with a sponge.

The white shower-head base provides the visual highlight for this chrome- 
plated handset: it comes with one spray pattern (volume jet) or as a version 
with three spray patterns (3S), which can be changed by simply twisting the 
shower-head base. 

To provide maximum hygiene, the 3S shower has a drain function – after 
showering, the residual water is simply drained from the shower head.  
No irritating drips and no need to wipe up after your shower.

Booster

The “Booster” mode produces an invigorating 
massager jet.

Smooth Line

Mini-aerators mix air into the water for the  
“Smooth Line” mode. The result is a broad and 
gentle stream of water.

NEW
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*Not illustrated

KLUDI FRESHLINE

chrome

1S shower set
L = 600 mm
6783005-00 

L = 900 mm*
6784005-00 

Dual-Shower-System DN 15
with KLUDI FRESHLINE  
head shower 6751105-00
with KLUDI FRESHLINE 3S 
handshower DN 15 6790005-00
with KLUDI SUPARAFLEX shower hose 
G 1/2 x G 1/2 x 1,600 mm
6709005-00 

3S handshower DN 15
adjustable to three spray patterns:
booster, smooth, volume
6790005-00 

1S handshower DN 15
with spray mode: volume
6780005-00 

KLUDI FRESHLINE
for head shower DN 15
Ø 250 mm
6751105-00 

1S bathtub set
6785005-00 

3S bathtub set
6795005-00 

3S shower set
L = 600 mm
6793005-00 

L = 900 mm*
6794005-00 

Thermostatic-Dual- 
Shower-System DN 15
with KLUDI FRESHLINE  
head shower 6751105-00
with KLUDI FRESHLINE 3S 
handshower DN 15 6790005-00
with KLUDI SUPARAFLEX shower hose 
G 1/2 x G 1/2 x 1,600 mm
6709205-00 
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 A different shower 
every day 

 KLUDI A-QA is just like water: refreshing and 
new, time and again. The line includes a huge 
variety of individual showers and combined 
shower sets. The assortment ranges from the 
handset with several types of adjustable jets to 
numerous thermostatic dual-shower systems 
and the shower family. 

 KLUDI A-QA 

 head shower DN 15 
 6651105-00 



Thermostatic-Dual-Shower-System DN 15
6609505-00

KLUDI A-QA

The dual-shower system  
with large disc shower head 
What type of shower is it to be? KLUDI’s A-QA dual thermostatic shower system 
combines a maximum rain shower from the large disc shower head with a handset 
with three adjustable types of jets. The smaller Eco-jet handset from the KLUDI A-QA 
range of showers uses up to 50% less water. 

The slider rail is mounted close to the wall, thus saving space. This satisfyingly pro-
vides generous freedom of movement. The KLUDI shower hygiene function ensures 
that any residual water flows off fast and easily, preventing any dripping. The KLUDI 
HotStop offers reliable protection against scalding thanks to its anti-scald limiter.

By installing the water-conducting shower rail,  
a height tolerance of up to 30 cm is gained, giving 
you new potential. This means KLUDI dual shower 
systems will also fit under low ceilings.

During installation, the shower arm, which can be 
swivelled sideways, can be adjusted steplessly 
to fit perfectly to the situation and the showering 
habits of users.

189188



A gentle shower, rainshower 
or invigorating jets of water
As the water flows from the 97 apertures in the adjustable KLUDI A-QA 
handset, this creates a volume jet to pamper your skin every day. The rain-
shower is so soft that even children will enjoy showering. The effect from  
the booster is fabulously invigorating. 

KLUDI A-QA makes it possible to enjoy a shower with the ad-
justable handset on its own or to choose one of the combined 
shower systems.

Volume jet

The volume jet remains constant in width and 
intensity.

Booster

The booster centres the jet in the middle of the 
shower head, creating an invigorating and  
massaging stream of water.

KLUDI A-QA s
3S shower set
6574005-00

Rainshower

The rainshower has a circular arrangement that 
ensures a gentle, caressing shower.

191190



KLUDI A-QA
eco-head shower DN 15
200 x 200 mm 
6654005-00 

eco-head shower DN 15*
250 x 250 mm*
6654105-00 

KLUDI A-QA b
1S hand-held shower
with 50 % Eco function
quick and easy cleaning system
6560005-00 

KLUDI A-QA b
1S bathtub set
6565005-00 

KLUDI A-QA 
wall supply DN 15
6554005-00 

Protected against back flow*
6554305-00 

KLUDI A-QA
shower hook
6555105-00 

KLUDI A-QA
head shower DN 15
Ø 245 mm
6651105-00 

Ø 200 mm*
6651005-00 

KLUDI A-QA
eco-head shower DN 15
Ø 245 mm
6652105-00 

Ø 200 mm*
6652005-00 

KLUDI A-QA
shower arm DN 15
L = 400 mm
6651405-00 

L = 250 mm*
6651305-00 

chrome

KLUDI A-QA
head shower DN 15
140 x 245 mm
4940205-00 

KLUDI A-QA i
1S hand-held shower
quick and easy cleaning system
Voluminous shower spray from  
90 spray nozzles
6610005-00 

KLUDI A-QA i
1S bathtub set
6615005-00 

KLUDI A-QA s
3S bathtub set
6575005-00 

KLUDI A-QA
wall supply DN 15
6556005-00 

*Not illustrated

KLUDI A-QA
ceiling arm DN 15
L = 150 mm
6651505-00 

SHOWERS

KLUDI A-QA s
3S hand shower DN 15
quick and easy cleaning system
adjustable to three spray patterns:
booster, smooth, volume
6570005-00 

KLUDI A-QA
head shower DN 15
250 x 250 mm 
6653105-00 

KLUDI A-QA
head shower DN 15*
200 x 200 mm 
6653005-00 

NewNewNew
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chrome

SHOWERS

KLUDI A-QA i
1S shower set
L = 900 mm
6614005-00 

KLUDI A-QA s
3S shower set
L = 600 mm
6573005-00 

L = 900 mm*
6574005-00 

KLUDI A-QA b
1S shower set
L = 600 mm
6563005-00 

L = 900 mm*
6564005-00 

KLUDI A-QA b
1S shower set
metal wall rail
L = 955 mm
6564205-00 

KLUDI A-QA v
shower set 3S
L = 1100 mm
6209605-00 

KLUDI A-QA s
wall rail
L = 600 mm:
with floating slider and  
Sirenaflex hose 1,600 mm
6571005-00 

L = 900 mm*
6572005-00 

KLUDI A-QA b
metal wall rail
L = 955 mm
with horizontal and  
vertical adjustable slider
6564105-00 

KLUDI A-QA v
wall rail
L = 1100 mm:
with floating slider and  
Suparaflex hose 1,600 mm
6209505-00 

KLUDI A-QA v
Shower Duo:
thermostatic shower mixer
3S shower set KLUDI A-QA v
L = 1100 mm
6209705-00 

Installing a new wall rail often involves drilling new holes. The 
KLUDI A-QA v wall rail provides an elegant solution, as it can use 
existing drill holes. Its flexible wall mounts can be adjusted up or 
down by 1020 mm. This means they can be mounted right where 
the existing drill holes are. The ideal solution for quick and tidy 
renovation without further damage to the tiling.

KLUDI A-QA v: installing the wall rail without any drilling

KLUDI A-QA s
Thermostatic-Dual- 
Shower-System DN 15
with head shower 200 mm 
KLUDI A-QA s hand-held shower and 
Suparaflex hose 1,600 mm
6609505-00 

KLUDI A-QA
Thermostat-Mono- 
Shower-System DN 15
50 % water consumption regulation
6608105-00 

KLUDI A-QA s
Dual-Shower-System DN 15
with head shower 200 mm 
KLUDI A-QA s hand-held shower and 
Suparaflex hose 1,600 mm
6609105-00 

KLUDI A-QA
Thermostatic-Dual- 
Shower-System DN 15
with KLUDI A-QA head shower
with KLUDI A-QA hand shower
4909505-00 

KLUDI A-QA
Dual-Shower-System DN 15
with KLUDI A-QA headshower  
G 1/2 x 140 x 245 mm
with KLUDI A-QA hand shower
4919105-00 

*Not illustrated

New New
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KLUDI LOGO
A drenching shower –  
attractive in appearance too

Fine design, highly functional and top quality: 
even in the basic segment, KLUDI has now  
created a concept for greater showering  
enjoyment. In relaunching the LOGO series,  
the expert for showers gives a new definition  
to state-of-the-art. A drenching shower in  
the starter model range has never been so 
stimulating – even in its looks!

3S shower set
6839005-00



Smooth

The smooth spray is generated by six mini-aerators, 
which mix air into the water, thus ensuring a gentle 
stream of water.

chrome

KLUDI LOGO

A choice of  
three spray patterns
The rainshower is the standard pattern for the new LOGO handsets:
an invigorating stream of water that spreads to a comfortable width just  
a few centimetres over your head. A real pleasure!   
In addition, the 3S handset has a booster jet that will direct a massage to 
really hit the spot and a gentle smooth spray, where the flow is pleasant and 
does not splash. The 3S handset with its three spray patterns has a drain 
function for consummate hygiene too. After showering, the residual water 
is simply drained from the shower head. This keeps irritating dripping and 
wiping up to a minimum.

The new KLUDI LOGO slider rails ensure that the LOGO handsets are  
always in reach when you’re under the shower. With a transparent shower 
bracket that makes it simple to remove the handset and put it back.
It is easy to undo the knob with wet hands and to lock it back in position  
on the rail. The rail is available in genuine chrome-plated brass in 60 and  
90 centimetre lengths – with matching LOGO flex hose in a length of  
160 centimetres.

SHOWERS

1S Hand shower DN 15
6810005-00 

1S bathtub set
KLUDI LOGO 1S hand shower DN 15
KLUDI LOGOFLEX
6801005-00 

3S bathtub set*
6803005-00 

1S shower set
L = 900 mm
6819005-00 

L = 600 mm*
6816005-00 

3S shower set
L = 900 mm
6839005-00 

L = 600 mm*
6836005-00 

wall rail
L = 600 mm
6806005-00 

L = 900 mm*
6809005-00 

Volume jet

The intense volume mode comes out broad and soft 
from the evenly spaced jets – this ensures that it 
covers a wide area even from a low height.

Booster jet

The “booster” mode delivers a directed massager jet 
that energises the skin and releases tension.

3S Hand shower DN 15
booster, smooth, volume
6830005-00 

NEW

*Not illustrated 199198



HANDSHOWER

KLUDI FIZZ
3S hand shower DN 15
quick and easy cleaning system
adjustable to three spray patterns:
booster, smooth, volume
6770005-00 

KLUDI FIZZ
1S hand-held shower
quick and easy cleaning system
6760005-00 

KLUDI A-QA i
1S hand-held shower
quick and easy cleaning system
Voluminous shower spray from  
90 spray nozzles
6610005-00 

KLUDI A-QA s
3S hand shower DN 15
quick and easy cleaning system
adjustable to three spray patterns:
booster, smooth, volume
6570005-00 

KLUDI A-QA b
1S hand-held shower
with 50 % Eco function
quick and easy cleaning system
6560005-00 

HEAD SHOWERS

KLUDI A-QA
head shower DN 15
140 x 245 mm
4940205-00 

KLUDI FIZZ
head shower DN 15
with 3 shower cartridges
headshower with normal spray 
(volume)
6757805-00 

KLUDI NEW WAVES
hand shower DN 15
5710005-00 

KLUDI A-QA
hand shower DN 15
3910005-00 

KLUDI ZENTA
3S hand-held shower with quick 
lime deposit cleaning system:
booster, smooth, volume
6080005-00 

KLUDI ZENTA
2S Hand-held shower with quick 
lime deposit cleaning system:
smooth, volume
6070005-00 

KLUDI ZENTA
1S hand-held shower with quick 
lime deposit cleaning system: 
6060005-00 

KLUDI REGULA hand shower DN 15
6001105-00 

JOOP!
head shower DN 15
5577905-00 

KLUDI FIZZ
head shower DN 15
with 2 shower cartridges
headshower with normal spray 
(volume)
6757505-00 

side shower DN 15
6108305-00 

drench shower DN 15
6051005-00 

KLUDI LOGO
1S Hand shower DN 15
6810005-00 

chrome *Not illustrated

New

KLUDI
shower arm DN 15
projection 130 mm
6235305-00 

projection 230 mm*
6235405-00 

KLUDI A-QA
head shower DN 15
rain shower, soft spray, massage 
spray
6239105-00 

KLUDI A-QA
head shower DN 15*
shower spray
6219105-00 

KLUDI A-QA
shower arm DN 15
L = 400 mm
6651405-00 

L = 250 mm*
6651305-00 

drench shower DN 20
6051105-00 

KLUDI SHOWERS

KLUDI LOGO
3S Hand shower DN 15
booster, smooth, volume
6830005-00 

New New
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SHOWER-SETS

KLUDI STANDARD  
wallrail
L = 600 mm
6048005-00 

L = 900 mm*
6048505-00 

WALL RAILS

chrome white/chrome black/chrome *Not illustratedgold plated 23 carat

KLUDI shower sets and wall rails

New

KLUDI NEW WAVES
shower set
L = 900 mm
5714005-00 

KLUDI ADLON
shower set
L = 600 mm
2710305 
2710345 

JOOP!
shower set
L = 900 mm
5513005-00 

KLUDI ZENTA
3S shower set
L = 600 mm
6083005-00 

L = 900 mm*
6084005-00 
6084086-00 
6084091-00 

KLUDI ZENTA
2S shower set
L = 600 mm
6073005-00 

L = 900 mm*
6074005-00 

KLUDI ZENTA
1S shower set 
L = 600 mm
6063005-00 

L = 900 mm*
6064005-00 

KLUDI A-QA
shower set
L = 900 mm
3914005-00 

KLUDI ZENTA
Wall bar with floating slider and 
Logoflex hose 
L = 600 mm
6061005-00 

L = 900 mm*
6062005-00 

KLUDI LOGO
wall rail
L = 600 mm
6806005-00 

L = 900 mm*
6809005-00 
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 For nursing and 
care homes and hospitals 

 The arm lever, which swivels to the side, has 
a plastic casing that makes it easy to grasp, 
especially for the nursing sector. The safety 
cartridge with anti-scald limiter can be adjusted 
individually to suit local conditions. Initially there 
is no fl ow of cold water from the mixer. The 
Care stream regulator does not take in air 
and thus prevents formation of aerosols. 
The KLUDI SIRENA CARE slider rails can be 
gripped securely and demonstrate a tensile 
strength of 130kg, as tested by TÜV. 

 single lever basin mixer DN 8 
   341120534   

 KLUDI 
MEDI CARE 



BASIN

wall mounted  
single-lever-mixer DN 15
clinic-lever
swivelling or lockable spout
s-connections
projection 180 mm
349220524 

projection 245 mm*
349200524 

projection 335 mm*
349240524 

wall mounted  
single-lever-mixer DN 15
clinic-lever
swivelling or lockable spout
lockable S-connections
projection 185 mm
349230524 

projection 250 mm*
349210524 

projection 340 mm*
349250524 

thermostatic hospital mixer DN 15
clinic lever shut-off valve
lockable S-connections
350850564 

lockable plug
for wash basin with overflow
1042105-00 

lockable plug*
for wash basin without overflow
1042205-00 

angle valve thermostat
358450538 

tube installation kit*
for KLUDI MEDI CARE  
angle valve thermostat
7487905-00 

Thermostatic shower mixer DN 15
wall fastening
temperature control handle with hot 
water safety device 38° C
353300538 

KLUDI SIRENA CARE
barrier-free shower bar
L = 900 mm
6150405-00 

KLUDI SIRENA CARE
barrier-free shower bar
L = 900 mm
6150205-00 

KLUDI SIRENA CARE
barrier-free shower bar
L = 900 mm
6150305-00 

SHOWER

KLUDI SIRENA CARE
barrier-free bath tub holder
6150505-00 

KLUDI SIRENA CARE
barrier-free bath tub holder
6150605-00 

chrome *Not illustrated

single lever basin mixer DN 8
clinic-lever
swivelling spout
without pop-up waste
341130524 

single lever basin mixer DN 6
care-lever
swivelling spout
without pop-up waste
341130534 

place-saving bottle trap
underneath with a wheelchair
1025505-00 

KLUDI MEDI CARE

single lever basin mixer DN 8
care-lever
fixed spout
without pop-up waste
341120534 

fixed spout without pop-up waste*
341150534 

single lever basin mixer DN 8
clinic-lever
fixed spout
without pop-up waste
341120524 

with pop-up waste*
341150524 
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 single lever basin mixer DN 8 
 333360500 

 public lever 
 7493005-00 

 KLUDI 
PROVITA 
 Meets special requirements 

 KLUDI PROVITA makes life easier for older 
people and those dependent on care, who 
have special needs when it comes to their 
home environment. The fi ttings are particularly 
safe and hygienic, the extended control lever 
provides a good grip. The special range has 
been designed for use in doctors’ offi ces, 
hospitals, care facilities and in the home. 



required accessories

BASIN

clinic-lever
projection 180 mm
7491005-00 

public lever
throat 120 mm
7493005-00 

single lever basin mixer DN 8
optional for CLINIC- or PUBLIC lever
with waste outlet
333300500 

single lever basin mixer DN 8
optional for CLINIC- or PUBLIC lever
333360500 

wall mounted  
single-lever-mixer DN 15
optional for CLINIC- or PUBLIC lever
s-connections
335300500 

wall mounted  
single-lever-mixer DN 15
optional for CLINIC- or PUBLIC lever
lockable S-connections
335310500 

wall mounted  
single-lever-mixer DN 15
optional for CLINIC- or PUBLIC lever
s-connections
335320500 

wall mounted  
single-lever-mixer DN 15
optional for CLINIC- or PUBLIC lever
lockable S-connections
335330500 

wall mounted  
single-lever-mixer DN 15
optional for CLINIC- or PUBLIC lever
s-connections
335360500 

wall mounted  
single-lever-mixer DN 15
optional for CLINIC- or PUBLIC lever
lockable S-connections
335370500 

BATH

SHOWER

Thermostatic shower mixer DN 15
wall fastening
temperature control handle with hot 
water safety device 38° C
353300538 

wall mounted single-lever-mixer DN 15
335320500

clinic-lever
7491005-00

Convenient to use,  
maximum safety
KLUDI PROVITA blends in harmoniously with different bath facilities. It is also 
possible to operate the control lever using the lower arm or elbow. Two versi
ons of lever can be combined with the mixer bodies. The public arm lever with 
a 120mm reach is intended for convenient use in private buildings. The 180 mm 
reach is suitable for use in hospitals and care and nursing homes. 

The KLUDI HotStop antiscald limiter has been preset in the thermostatic  
shower valve. It is not possible to override it in daily use. Thermal disinfection  
is still possible if needed to provide protection from bacteria, in particular  
Legionnaires’ disease. The curved surfaces are easy to clean and particularly  
hygienic. The spout on the wall mixers can be swivelled by 120° or locked in  
the centre position.

*Not illustratedchrome

KLUDI PROVITA

concealed  
single lever bath and shower mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
336500500 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 

concealed single lever shower 
mixer
concealed valve with functional unit
336550500 

KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX*
concealed unit DN 20
88011 
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In the image of KLUDI FRESHLINE we use the ceramic shower bricks  
“Tatami” by Flaminia.

KLUDI cleanout function  
Residual water cleanout quick as lightning

KLUDI Eco -40%    
Saves up to 40% water

KLUDI HotStop    
Hot water stop at 38 °C

KLUDI mains operation    
Fitting for connection to the mains

KLUDI battery operation 
Fitting with battery

KLUDI Sensor   
Fitting with sensor, non-contact operation

KLUDI low pressure   
Fitting for under-sink heater

black/chrome

white/chrome

gold plated 23 carat

chrome/glass green 

chrome

Icons

KLUDI Eco s-pointer   
Saves up to 40% water and enables adjustment of spray angle

Surfaces



You will fi nd a detailed explanation of our 

pictograms on the back of this fl ap.

 Icons 

See overleaf

Kludi GmbH & Co. KG

P.O. Box 25 60 · 58685 Menden

Am Vogelsang 31–33 · 58706 Menden

Germany

Tel. +49 2373 904-193

Fax +49 2373 904-540

international-sales@kludi.com · www.kludi.com  ©
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